
T H E  L A U R E A T E S

FEATURES
URBAN ARRIVAL

•  Discover prestigious park-side living at The Laureates in 
Vancouver’s most desirable neighbourhood, across from 

•  The Laureates features striking West Coast 
contemporary architecture with dramatic landscaping 

•  Enter your home beneath a sculpted glass canopy porte-

•  Come home to your suite through a contemporary 

•  Nine-foot ceilings in the main living areas create an airy, 

•  Keep comfortably cool in the warmer months with a 

•  Walk in style and comfort on premium engineered wood 

•  Choose from three professionally selected designer 

through master bedroom closet with built-in shelving for 

•  Recessed lighting throughout the kitchen and entry area 

•  Entertain friends or unwind with a glass of wine on a 

 

–  Five-burner Bosch gas cooktop

–  Bosch electric wall oven located in a cabinet tower 
with built-in Panasonic microwave or in the base 

–  Bosch counter-depth refrigerator with integrated 
cabinet panel

–  Bosch dishwasher fully integrated into the  
beautiful cabinetry

Laureates features soft-touch close cabinetry and 

•  Bask in modern elegance with full-depth engineered 
stone countertops featuring a modern waterfall edge, 

•  Prepare food and clean up easily with a Kindred 

•  European style single-lever faucet in polished chrome 

•  Custom-designed vanity with imported solid marble 

lighting under the vanity add a touch of sophistication to 

cabinet below cooktop

Floating cabinets in White, Grey Rift-Cut Oak or 
Dark Rift-Cut Oak set the backdrop for an elegant retreat.
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T H E  L A U R E A T E S

FEATURES

•  Pamper yourself with a European-style thermostatic 
shower system, including a rainshower head and hand-
held wand for your convenience, accented by polished 

 

•  The Laureates is wired for technology with multiple 

minimum CAT 5e wiring throughout and cable television 

•  A stacking washer/dryer makes laundry easy  

 

entry points, parkade entries, lobbies and other  

•  Your home is pre-wired for security, enabling a wide 

•  For additional security, all stairwells are locked except 

•  Digital recording cameras in parkade and lobby deter 

•  Walk safely through underground parking with bright 

•  Comprehensive warranty protection by Travelers 
Insurance Company of Canada, including coverage for:

–  Building envelope (5 years)

•  Dedicated after-sales service by Polygon’s renowned 


